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Most studies of particles collected in the stratosphere have concentrated on those parti- 
cles thought to be "chondritic." Suc,h particles are identified on the basis of major eleinerlt 
abundances analogous to those observed in carbonaceous meteorites. However, the JSC 
collections und~ubt~ed ly  include other types of extraterrestrial materials, such as ordi- 
nary cllo~idrites, achondrites, and lunar particles. We have begun an attempt to identify 
such sainples and study their tmrace element chemistry using synchrotron x-ray fluorescence 
analysis and inineralogy using TEM techniques. To date, we have identified three particles 
(U2001B6, W7066*A4, and U2022B2) which were classified as "cosnlic" as part of the JSC 
classifi~at~ion procedure, but whose trace element co~npositions clearly show them to be 
11011-chondritic [I]. There are two goals of this work. First, to obt4ain information 011 new 
classes of extraterrestrial material. Second, to determine to what extent particles classified 
as cosmic on the basis of their major element chemistry alone are relat,ed to carbonaceous 
~llet~eorit~es or are indeed extraterrest,rial. In addition, these results will also lead to a better 
understailding of the various t.ypes of particles present in the stratosphere. 

Major Elements: Major element compositions were estimated based on the JSC 
EDX spect,ra for each particle and the acco~npanying Allende powder spectrum. Peak 
lleigllts were ineasured directly fro111 the spectra published in the appropriate Cosnic Dust 
Clatalog and ratioed to  the Si peak height. Compositions were then calculated assunling 
t<he Si abundance in each particle was equivalent to that in Allende. 

Figure 1 shows the results of this approach for the three particles. As readily be 
seen, each abundance plot is reasonably consistent with a chondritic classification with 
an A1 enricllnlent the possible exception. In particular, sulfur corltents were very close 
to cho~lclritic values for all three particles. These conlpositions are within the hou~ids 
e~t~ablished by Brownlee et al. [2] for chondritic cosn~ic dust. 

Trace Elenlents: Abu~ldances of minor and trace elements were determined by syn- 
chrotron x-ray fluorescence as previously described [3]. Each of the three particles exhibited 
a low Ni content, with CI-normalized abundances of 0.08 in U2022B2, 0.02 in U2001B6, 
and 0.006 in W7066*A4 [I]. The siderophile and lithophile abundances in two of these 
particles, U2001B6 and W7066*A4, are generally similar to those in ig~leous rocks. Figure 
2 shows a comparison of these two abundance patterns with those of typical terrestrial 
granite and basalt. As can be seen, a good match exists among the two particles and 
basalt. Ni and Cr contents argue against an acidic igneous source. However, volatile ele- 
~nen t~s  are generally enriched in t,hese particles relative to basalt, and S was detected in the 
JSC spectra at or near CI abundances, complicating the interpretation of these particles. 
Nonet~heless, the t,race element data de~nonstrate that the chemistry of these two partsides 
are very different fro111 those of chondritic meteorites. U2022B2 exhibited a illore nearly 
cl~ondrit~ic trace element patstern than the other two Ni-deplet,ed part,icles, showing nlai~lly 
deplet,ions in nlinor and trace siderophiles. Detailed t,race element abu~lclance dat4a for t,lle 
three part,icles are given in Flynn and Sut(to11 [I].  

TEM Studies and Mineralogy: TEM studies are being performed to search for 
solar flare tracks and determine the mineralogy of t,hese unusual part,icles. U2001BG and 
U2022B2 were thin-sectioned using ultra-microtome techniques described by Bradley [4]. 
W7066*A4 was extremely friable and was instead crushed for TEM study. 

U2001BG is doninated by euhedral calcium alunino-silicates, presunlably plagioc.lase, 
but other silicates with a variety of major cations are also present including Ca-Ti, Fe- 
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Al, a.nd Ti-Fe-Al. Most of t,hese crystals contain percent levels of Fe and occasionally K .  
No Na-bearing grains have been found. Sulfur occurs in iron sulfides (troilite?) and iron 
c~l~romiunl phases (presumably chromite) also exist. Work is in progress to identify these 
phases by eleckron diffrachion. W7066*A4 contrains Fe silicates with Ti, Ca, Al, and K 
observed in TEM EDX spectra. These observations are consistent with the notion that 
t,hese particles derive from che~nically differentiated parent(s). Such histories would explain 
t,he general e~lrichnlents in lithophiles and depletions in siderophiles. 

Puzzling is the fact that few S-bearing phases have observed in the sections studied so 
far whereas both JSC and SXRF spectra show high bulk particle concentrations. Although 
this observation nlay be a sampling effect, an alternative possibility is that at  least some S 
is surface-correlat,ed and perhaps a stratospheric contaminant. If S is truly a contanlinant 
in these part,icles, it is difficult to imagine a mechanism by which such c~ntaminat~ion could 
result in near-c,hondritic bulk S abundances. In addition, the value of S as a chondritic, 
diagnost,ic element becomes suspect in all stratsospheric cosmic dust particles. 

U2022B2 consists of a fayalitic olivine crystal embedded in chondritic material. Thus, 
the siderophile depletions in this particle are easily explained by the presence of this large 
mafic silicat,e in generally cllondri t,ic material. 

Solar flare tracks were not observed in any of t,hese particles thou h each included large 7 mineral grains which would be expected to record such irradiation. T lus, terrestrial origins 
for U2001B6 and W7066*A4 cannot be ruled out at  this time. Nonetheless, extraterrestrial 
origins are equally likely. Lunar particles have relatively short transit times and may 
not be sufficient.ly exposed in space to acquire detectable track densities. Si~nilarly, some 
particles wit)h chondritic nlineralogies which are apparently e~t~rat~errestrial  lack such tracks 
[5] possibly due to atnlospheric entry heating [GI .  

Conclusiolls: Particles which exhibit chondritic major element compositions need to 
be e.xatnined with care. Additipnal data  such as trace element ab,u!idances and miner- 
aloglc lnfornlatlon must be obtalned to ensure a slnlllar~ty to chondrltlc n~et~eontes.  These 
approaches also provide a means of identifying interesting non-chondritic samples. 
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Figure 1 (left): Major elenlent abundances relat,ive to Allende based on JSC EDX 
spectxa. All detected elements are near chondritic abundances. 

Figure 2 (right): SXRF elemental abundances relative to  CI for two low Ni particles 
colnpared with those of terrestrial basalt and granit,e. 
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